“Descendant and Decedent”

We received emails in regards to the use of descendant, which was erroneously perceived as decedent. However we believe that was / is an oversight, which is easy to do at first sight and sound, in regards to the two words:

Descend/ (Descendent) and (Decedent) are different words of which the Doctrine of “Idem Sonans” is non applicable!

Descendant. as it relates to inheritance, Heirs, next of kin, etc.
Decedent. One who is deceased, one who has passed form (died).

Ascendant would be your mother, your aunts, etc., they are YOUR ascendants, but you and them are ALL descendants of the family. In fact you and them and we are lineal descendants’ / ‘Heirs’.

Lineal Heirs:
The words "Lineal heirs" like "heirs of the body" mean ALL "Lineal descendants" to the remotest posterity and are words of "inheritance" and not of purchase unless the instrument clearly shows that they were used in a restricted sense to denote "children." sims v clayton, 193 S.C. 98, 7 S.E.2d 724,727.

Thus we are the “Lineal Descendants” of those Divine beings (Angels/Asiatics) manifested in the flesh on the 6th day with dominion over the Earth, as suggested in enumeration 22 & 23 of the 101s in conjunction with Genesis 1:26, 1:27, 1:28 Biblos Heliotech. this is the “common source” of our ascendants / ancestors. This Estate (Status) claim is secured against invasion via the 1st Amendment of the American Constitution 1791 Religious Freedom Clause.

This is the divine Truth of why we Moors/American “Lineal Descendants” are “Haeras Ex Asse” to planet Tierra / Earth.

“No one is able to change the “Descent” Nature of Man unless his powers extend beyond “The great god Allah”

Ancestral Estates (Status) are those transmitted by “descent”, and not by purchase. Reference / Source of Law Henry Campbell blacks Law Dictionary of Ancient and Modern Jurisprudence revised 4th edition
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